
 
Allendale Wrap-Up for Business Day 5/29/07

  
Allendale is registered with the CFTC and NFA and is a member of the NIBA. The bottom line is we are a regulated firm which can be 
extremely important in this day and age. 
 
Corn Fundamentals: the combination of better than expected three day weekend weather, 
weak energy prices and this weeks weather forecast as well as a level of pressure 
from the neighboring wheat pit, all contributed to the weakness in corn futures. The 
present range of trade of 3650-3820 for July futures and 3630-3824 for Dec futures. 
Since 5-15-07, Dec futures have touched 3820 three times. Demand for old crop corn 
and new crop remains firm and projected domestic end stocks for 2007-08 under 1 
billion and dating back to 1980, projected low world end stocks. 
 
Crop Conditions: 78% good to excellent which is unchanged from last weeks condition 

ratings. The trade was anticipating 1 to 
2% weaker. Unlike 1994’s impressive 
beginning, 2007 did not flinch lower and 
held impressive ratings. Today's condition 
report is to be viewed as bearish to 
futures. 
 
Corn Inspections: weekly corn inspections 
of 41.291 mil bu viewed as bullish if you 
only want to compare them to pre release 
estimates of 34 to 41 mil bu. Bearish if 
you want to take a few steps deeper and 
realize in order to meet USDA's export 
sales and shipments of 2.2 billion we need 
to average a minimum levels of 44.747 mil 

bu per week over the next 15 weeks. 
 
July Corn Futures: Our immediate plan is to place a firm offer to sell the 2006 corn 
inventory when futures reach $4 but will provide exact details as we draw closer to 
the price projection. 
 
Dec Futures Price Projection: from this point forward, Allendale estimates Dec 
futures low at 3400-3600 and high of 4000-4200 under average weather conditions. Use 
this price range for end use and marketing your 2007 corn production. Allendale 
suggest the low end of the range objective may have been met. Allendale's Dec corn 
price projection is found within our "Price Outlook" on the home page of our internet 
site.      www.allendale-inc.com
 
Old Crop Cash Marketing: historical research data suggest the timing when to begin to 
sell cash corn in tight end stock years is late April to early May. Firming basis 
suggest basis traders may be interested in moving old crop but as long as the futures 
trend remains down, basis levels are expected to remain firm to strengthening. 
Allendale advises two closes above 3830 could trigger a basis top. 
 
National Weather Service: 6 to 10 day forecast looks for cooler temps for the 
majority of the major cornbelt with below ave precip west and normal to above normal 
precip center and east. As of this afternoon, it appears the Ohio Valley may be in 
line for much needed rains. 
 
Trade Posture: we remain optimistically bullish to corn futures on tight domestic and 
world stocks, greater demand for new crop corn vs yr ago levels and strengthening of 
the July-Dec bull spread. Technically we are neutral to futures until they breaks out 
of its present range of trade of 3650 to 3820. We are neutral to new crop futures 
until Dec futures can break out of its trade range of 3630-38240. 
 
 
 

http://www.allendale-inc.com/products/products.aspx
http://www.allendale-inc.com/


Wheat Fundamentals: bullish to wheat futures is the declining crop size in Ukraine 
and Russia. Russia suggest rains need to arrive within the next 13 days or much more 
winter wheat production potential will need to be shaved from it est 45 MMT vs USDA's 
48 MMT crop estimate. Ukraine and Kazakhstan also have weather problems in the form 
of deteriorating dry weather. Talk out of the key winter wheat producing region of 
western Kansas suggest there may be a fuel shortage to harvest this years wheat crop 
and that simply is bullish until quality issues begin to appear. Australia was saved 
over the three day weekend as key producing state of Western Australia received 
beneficial rains and solid enough to suggest the long standing dry weather pattern 
has been beaten. India is believed to have purchased 370 K tonnes of non USA wheat, 
far from its initial tender of 1 MMT. 
 
Winter Wheat Conditions: like corn, the trade was anticipating good to excellent 
conditions to decline and like corn, they came in unchanged. The five year average 
history suggest winter wheat conditions typically decline when approaching the meat 
of the harvest. Not so this year, very contra seasonal as conditions continue upward 
and now for the first week, sideways. 
 
Spring Wheat Conditions: this one worked. The trade was anticipating spring wheat 
conditions to decline 1-2% and USDA's National Agriculture Statistics Service got 
this one right by estimates good to excellent conditions fell to 79% vs last weeks 
81% good to excellent. Look for MGEX spring wheat futures to find support near the 
5080 level after corn futures open 2 to 4 cents lower in the E CBOT trade tonight. 
 
Dec CBOT Wheat Futures: revised May 22, 
2007, Allendale's Dec wheat futures pric
projections suggest a harvest low of 4750
and then rally to slightly more than $6 
only to correct to $5 before Dec futures 
expiration. This information may help us 
with our marketing advice just below. 
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Wheat New Crop Hedges/Marketing: 
presently Allendale has its new cr
hedges mainly in the July futures with
small amount in the Dec 2007 futures. We 
have resting orders to add another 10% 
new crop wheat hedges in the Dec futures 
at a level of 5520 to bring our total 
hedge amount to 70% of anticipated 2007
production. The level designated is a 
result of our Dec 2007 futures price projections found within our internet s
July-Dec wheat spread is 25 cents carry. At the Minneapolis Grain Exchange the 
National soft wheat Index has a 7 cent inverse for cash between July and Dec 
suggesting wheat be sold off the combine. So we have futures suggesting there is 4.3 
cents per bu per mth carry while the cash market suggest a need for four cents. This 
development suggest it may be wise to sell the harvest to the elevator (handle once) 
but you may also want to consider purchasing a Dec 5000 Call and Sell a Dec 5600 call 
for 21 cents for reownership based on tight projected world end stocks and the 
potential for corn and wheat futures to rally this summer. At 4.3 cents carry per bu 
per mth, if you decided to store on farm, the five mths worth of storage would cost 
you 21.5 cents or equal to what you would pay for the bull call spread. 
 

 Old and New crop corn and soybeans and new crop wheat. For the short term Technicals:
trader, Allendale uses its own unique custom Moving Averages to monitor price 
momentum, define key support and resistance levels as well as advise where key 
points are located when bulls may turn bearish and bears to turn bulls. We also 
include last weeks closing price for the weekly chartist as we draw closer to the
of the week to anticipate the possibility for futures to have a positive weekly close 
or if weakness is ensuing. A detailed technical look at the grains and livestock are 
available within our Allendale Advanced Charts 
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Jly          3646        3730             3730        3670       3760 
Dec          3674        3720             3730        3580       3750 
Bean Futures Close    Moving Ave #1   Moving Ave #2  Pivot   Last Wks C
Jly          7974        7880             7800        7070       8124   
Nov          8266        8170             8090        7270       8414   
Wheat Futures Close   Moving Ave #1   Moving Ave #2  Pivot   Last Wks Clo
Jly   CBOT   4910        4900             4850        4740       5010   
Jly   KCBT   4810        4800             4760        4850       4892   
Jly   MGEX   5134        5150             5110        5070       5250 
 
 
Observation:
point and that simply is not good if you are a bull. Just as painful is yet again the 
KCBT July wheat futures fell below its key pivot point. Hand in hand they are closely 
attached. Key resistance is 3730 for corn futures. If KCBT wheat futures continue to 
show signs of struggling above its 4850 pivot point, use 3730 Dec and July corn as a 
reference for a quick and immediate bear trade. 
 

 Based on the immediate weekly charts, corn has support Weekly Support and Resistance:
at 3300 and resistance of 4000, soybeans support at 7924 and resistance of 8140, CBOT 
wheat support at 4690 and resistance of 5070, KCBT support at 4404 and resistance of 
5010, and MGEX support at 4600 and resistance of 5404. 
 
Soybeans Fundamentals:
projected end stocks. The long term trend for soybeans still remains very much up, 

according to our Allendale Advanced Charts 
but also reminds viewers of the chart gap 
below. As explained last Friday, it was 
important to be understand, much of last 
weeks strength in futures came as a result
of the strength in soybean oil and Malaysian
Palm oil futures and its attachment to 
higher trending crude oil futures. Early
hand writing on the wall was last Friday's
announcement by Brazil suggesting the high 
price of soybean oil may crimp profit 
margins for biodiesel producers using 
soybean oil as its primary feedstock. U
has been suggesting the break even for 
biodiesel is when soybean oil futures reach 
30-31 cents per pound. We see the price 
 temporary in nature as coming into 

Tuesday's trade, funds held an astonishing 109,000 long net futures position and 
needed to collect profits before the end of the month and correct overbought statu
Key to soybean and soybean oils long term strength could be directly tied to key 
technical support of $62 in the Crude oil. 
 
Crop Conditions:
anticipating 78-82% of the 2007 soybean crop to be planted and NASS came up with an 
estimate of 80%. The five year average for this time of year is 69%. This accelerated
advance makes perfect sense as smaller acres intended to be planted in 2007 could be 
accomplished much quicker than normal. 
 
Old Crop Soybeans:
which suggest a cost of carry of 6.4 cents per bu per month. On Friday 05-18-07 
Allendale advised to lift the July hedges against the 2006 inventory and sell the 
complete inventory to the cash markets. Historically late April-early May has been 
one of the cash price peaks during the calendar year. We recommend re owning via 
futures and or calls but on a pull back in futures to allow for a technical 
correction from overbought conditions. New crop marketing advice is found wit
Hedge Advice page of our Allendale Advisory report. 
 



Futures Price Projections:
projections have been released by Allendale. According to Allendale's futures price 
projection for November futures, the 7500 downside target has been met and looks 
towards futures a $8.75 high by July-August, just in front of the soybean pod fill 
growth stage, correcting to near $7 in front of harvest and then correcting to $7.75 
before expiration. Use these ranges to hedge new crop, cover hedges with calls on the 
correction for the producers and end users buy puts near the top side of the  
anticipated highs. Whether hedging as a producer or end user (crusher) ask your 
Allendale Representative to run a minimum of two scenarios using options strategi
against futures hedges. We have the available software to present potential to you 
before the position is triggered. 
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afternoon's 46 cent gain in the pork cutout. 

Trade Posture:
progress, fundamentally we are more incline to be bullish soybean futures than 
bearish. Based on our price projections, we have written new orders to buy soybe
on a technical correction. Entry, risk and objective is found within our Grain 
Trading Strategies page...........Joe Victor 
 
Swift & Co:
Latin American meat company called J&F Participacoes SA. This group is 77% owner in a 
Brazilian company called JBS which produces meat under the Friboi (pronounced Free 
Boy) brand. The sale was for $225 million in cash. They agree to take $1.2 billion i
debt for a total price of $1.4 billion. Most in the US meat industry had expected the 
company to be broken up with differing US companies taking parts of the puzzle. Swift 
operates a US beef division, Australian beef division, and a US pork division. The 
problem group is the US beef operations where old beef plants are running under 
capacity and US beef exports are no where near their 2002 pre-BSE levels. The com
as a whole has lost money in every quarter save one since late 2004. One thing 
interesting is the top officer of this Brazilian firm actually suggested they may 
look to sell the pork division after six months to a year of evaluation as they do 
not know anything about pork processing. Of the three divisions the US pork operatio
is the best and has posted profits from $12 to $59 million in every quarter in the 
past three years. It would appear they could keep the pork outfit and use those 
profits to pay some of the tremendous debt posted by the US beef operation. Now, 
let's get to the real problem here. The US beef industry as a whole is operating a
low capacity utilization ratios and is not back to normal export levels. We would be 
concerned this firm realizes they will have to make some changes (closing a plant). 
If they don't you can expect these Swift operations to be sold again in another two 
years or so. 
 
Electronic Livestock Trading:
hours of its electronic livestock products. Currently they trade at the same time 
the pit products. Starting Monday the electronic versions will trade from Monday at 
0905 am to Friday at 0130 pm with a one hour break each day from 0400 pm to 0500 pm. 
 
Allendale Lean Hogs:
downtime. While the market is focused on 
the idea of large hog supplies we cannot 
join that sentiment. We feel by the end of
the week packers will be back to bidding 
steady to higher prices again for cash 
hogs for a short term run into June. Wit
this in mind today we lifted the hedges 
against the June contract at $74.50 and 
took profits from the $78.11 average sale
price. We are keeping the other hedges on 
for now. We will note many deferred 
contracts are in downtrends. Further 
coverage on out will be extended on short 
term bounces. For speculative trading we 
would still recommend orders to take 

Some good news to note was this profit on the June/October spread at $



 
 
lendale Live Cattle:Al  Another decline in wholesale beef prices today could put 

eek's cash cattle trading to steady to $1 lower. Now that cash 
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into early fall finishing. Our models suggest the October may get down to $92.50. In 
the big picture our downside price target of $91 on the June was filled last week. We 
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expectations of this w
cattle have returned to the normal trend for 
this time of year (down) we have to ask if 
futures prices are priced correctly. June 
futures are implying cash cattle at $93 whil
August futures suggest cash cattle will hit
$90 in that month. The old standard is for 
cash cattle to fall 10% or $10 from their 
spring high to summer lows. Figuring the 
spring high was $100 both of those factors 
would equal $90. That number also fits into 
the price outlooks generated by our  
fundamental models. If there is any question 
we have on futures pricing it is with the 
October contract. Larger February and March 
placements could push a few extra numbers 

are adequately hedged for summer marketings at with 75% coverage on the June 
contract, 50% on the August, and 75% on the October. For speculative positions we had 
recommended bear spreading by selling the October and buying the February. Tha
position is working slowly but surely...Rich Nelson 
 
www.allendale-inc.com
 
 
 
 
As always, if you have questions or comments, please call 800 551 4626 to discuss or 
nd an e mail to research@allendale-inc.com 

he thoughts expressed and the basic data from which they are drawn are believed to be reliable but cannot be guaranteed. Any opinions expressed herein are 
bject to change without notice.  Hypothetical or simulated performance results have certain inherent limitations. Simulated results do not represent actual 
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trading.  Simulated trading programs are subject to the benefit of hindsight. No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits 
or losses similar to those shown. Commodity trading may not be suitable for recipients of this publication. This is not a solicitation of the purchase or sale of 
any commodities.  Those acting on this information are responsible for their own actions.  Any republication, or other use of this information and thoughts 
expressed herein without the written permission of Allendale, Inc., is strictly prohibited. Allendale Inc. c2007 


